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Project Armenia
As the legend goes, Dilijan was named after a shepherd
called Dili. The shepherd Dili fell in love with his master’s
daughter, but her father did not approve and ordered the
death of the shepherd. For many days and nights, Dili’s
mother mourned for her son and searched the mountains
desperately crying, “Dili jan, Dili jan…”, meaning “Dili dear”.
#ProjectArmenia
www.projectarmenia.co.uk

Front cover photo by Kim McGrenere
(Graham McGrenere on Bullet Through My Flow)

To Peter, Flo, Kim, Graham, Tad, Luca, Aleks, Janek, and the
countless Armenian families who have treated the team and I as
family.
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ABOUT PROJECT ARMENIA
The legacy of Armenia’s ancient history is a rich culture where
you can visit 2000 year old monasteries, hike on the trail of the old
Silk Road, and be invited into the modest homes of mountain
shepherds and treated as family, all in a single day.
I came across these cliffs north of Dilijan in 2017 on a thru-hike
of the Transcaucasian Trail, and have wanted to return with a team
of climbers ever since. In the summer of 2019, eight of us (Kim
McGrenere, Graham McGrenere, Peter Rosso, Florence Wallace, Tadeh
Karapetian, Aleksandra Wierzbowska, Jasiek Kędzia, and I), from
five countries and three continents, spent over a month camped in
these mountains developing the first routes in Dilijan, Armenia.
That was Project Armenia!
These stunning limestone escarpments loom over the broadleaf
forests of Dilijan National Park and offer a real backcountry
adventure to climbers that seek it. Spoiled for choice on the 15+
kilometres of cliffline with walls up to 400m, we chose to focus our
new routing efforts on a small stretch of a few hundred metres that
offers spectacular slab climbing, big multi pitch routes and steep,
hard single pitch all within a few minutes walk of a Bisetka (picnic
shelter) made from the roof of an old bus. As such, we’ve named
this sector: Bisetktor.
Though the small quantity of routes currently in existence in
Armenia may not justify a climbing-only holiday, the sheer amount
of rock in the country beckons to climbers and developers
searching for an absurd adventure.
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DILIJAN
“What's the climbing like?”
The climbing in Dilijan National Park is on limestone, which
naturally can yield a vast diversity of movement. In the Shady
Water Gully, climbs tend to be characterised by hard, bouldery
cruxes on crimps, pinches and pockets, separated by less difficult
terrain. At the Empress Slabs, there is also a diversity of hold types
and movements, but the difficulties tend to become more
pronounced where the features are more sparse.
- Kim McGrenere

LOCATION
In good weather, the cliffs can be accessed in about three hours
from the centre of the town of Dilijan. Heading North-West out of
town on the road towards Ijevan will take you towards the village
of Teghut. From Teghut, head North into the mountains along jeep
tracks. Our advice is not to drive these tracks yourself, but hire one
of the local drivers (first choice would be Grigor) who know the
locations of the climbing routes. You can get in touch with Grigor
by contacting Hike Armenia (https://hikearmenia.org/about).
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CONDITIONS
The cliffs are the most prominent formations in the region, and
located above 2000m elevation loom over the lush green forest of
Dilijan National Park. This means the weather can be pretty
serious!
Snow can fall from November up to as late as April. The
summers are hot with July and August temperatures upwards of
30°C, calling for early mornings and late evenings in the cool
mountain breeze. The border months of June and September can
be highly variable, ranging from melting temperatures (meaning
glorious midday naps) to relentless multi-day lightning storms with
burly winds offering little more than ten metre visibility.
Fortunately, due to the typically high summer temperatures and
exposed nature of the cliffs, the rock dries quickly.

Empress slabs on the left looking over the the fields basking in the morning light.
Photographer: Aleksandra Wierzbowska
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LOCAL ETHICS AND PERMISSIONS
The cliffs are located on the northern boundary of the red zone
of Dilijan National Park under the highest level of protection, due
to the variety of flora and fauna in the area with particular
importance for birds of prey. For those interested in new routing,
please contact the Project Armenia team via
www.projectarmenia.co.uk so we can assist with requesting the
required permissions from the National Park authorities. GPS
boundary files of the National Park can be found here: https://
www.protectedplanet.net/dilijan-national-park
All surrounding land is worked
by local farmers throughout the
summer months. Please refrain
from starting campfires as this is
not only against National Park
rules but due to the very dry
conditions of the peak summer
months can pose a genuine
danger to starting a wildfire,
which of course would be
disastrous for all.
Familiarise yourself with the
local climbing ethics laid out by
local route developers
UpTheRocks and the Armenian
Alpine Club: http://
uptherocks.com/index.php/aboutTadeh Karapetian bolting “Drowning Ant
us/documents-and-statements/ Farm”, August 2019. Photographer: Jasiek
r o c k - c l i m b i n g - e t h i c s - a n d - Kędzia
standards-in-armenia
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LIVING & RESOURCES
A self-supported wild camp in the surrounding fields is the way
to access the cliffs for overnight trips. There is no shortage of
drinking water from streams and piped springs which can be
located on OpenStreetMap or the Cartisan hiking map for Dilijan
which is available from the Dilijan Tourism Information Centre.
Accommodation is available in the town of Dilijan. Details can
be found online or the Bradt guidebook for Armenia. Nina’s B&B is
a good go-to as it’s in the centre of town and you can rent a private
house for 6-8 people at about 5000AMD/person/night. Similarly,
there are supermarkets in Dilijan to resupply on food.
The cliffs are dotted with small settlements formed of a few
wooden huts which local shepherds spend the summer months
living in. Most people are extremely welcoming and hospitable;
you will undoubtedly be invited in for food, coffee and ungodly
amounts of homemade vodka.
To say climbing is a young sport in Armenia would be an
understatement. The climbing is in view of the 4x4 tracks used by
locals as access routes to their fields, so you will be honked and
stared at. Generally they are well-intentioned and you may be able
to hitch a ride back to your basecamp if you’re lucky. Unfortunately,
women travelling alone should be aware of additional risks.

Project Armenia basecamp, September 2019. Photo credit: Aleksandra Wierzbowska
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ADVICE FOR WOMEN (FROM WOMEN)
As a woman it is important to be aware and cautious when
exploring outside of the main cities in Armenia. Consider walking
with others when you can, especially after dark. We recommend
not accepting offerings of food and vodka from groups of men
when alone. The people are kind and generous in Armenia, but
understanding that women are not treated the same as men in
rural areas is key to preventing unsafe encounters.
- Kim McGrenere & Florence Wallace

Photo left: Kim McGrenere getting ready to clean a section of “FFAFF Queens”
Photo right: Florence Wallace brushing away on “Bullet Through My Flow”
Photographer: Aleksandra Wierzbowska
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TRANSPORT
Though the cliffs are less than 20km from the centre of the
town of Dilijan, it can take three hours to reach the base of the
cliffs. The roads are rugged 4x4 tracks so you’ll need yourself an
Uaz or ‘Villis’. Designed for military off-road use these vehicles are
essentially indestructible, but are not particularly safe!
Though it’s possible to rent your own and it would provide
flexibility in your travels, committing to driving one of these
vehicles up these roads with no experience would only be for the
truly unhinged travellers. We’d suggest you contact Grigor
(through Hike Armenia) who can arrange local transport for you at
a price of around 20,000AMD per direction (Dilijan to southern
facing cliffs). Grigor is a great guy and driver, but doesn’t speak
much English so ask someone to speak to him on the phone for
you.

Project Armenia team on their way to the cliffs for the first time in a “Villis”, August 2019.
Photographer: Aleksandra Wierzbowska
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MAPS
1:25,000 topographical hiking maps are available for Dilijan
National Park from Hike Armenia or the Dilijan Tourism
Information Centre.
For digital use, OpenStreetMap is your best bet. OSMAnd+ for
Android users (buy the full version for offline and contours, it’s
worth it!), and maps.me for iOS. We have added the locations of
the routes to OpenStreetMap so these will show as a point of
interest on your OSM digital map of choice.
Cell coverage is generally good, and it's useful to know you'll
have 3G throughout most of the area.

Kim McGrenere and Florence Wallace talking scouting plans over a hand drawn map.
Photographer: Peter Rosso
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FLORA AND FAUNA
The two largest risks for climbers will be Hogweed and dogs.
Shepherd dogs protect their herd and due to the remoteness can be
quite aggressive. General good advice is to pick up some stones
that you can use to to throw and protect yourself with, avoid
approaching a herd if dogs are around, and wait for the shepherd
to call the dogs off before continuing on your way.
Hogweed is a tall, thickstemmed plant with flat-topped
clusters of white flowers.
Physical contact with the plant
(even just brushing against it)
can result in the sap settling on
your skin which reacts to
sunlight and can cause severe
burns. If you think you’ve come
into contact with Hogweed,
simply rinse with water.
Locals will tell you that
wolves and bears are a risk but
this is unlikely. Eagles, falcons
and crows nest in the area so
approach new areas of
development with this as a point
of consideration. All kinds of Hogweed. Don’t touch it!
mushrooms and berries can be
found in the area by the keen forager.
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Photo top: Graham McGrenere prepping Highway to The Comfort Zone.
Photo bottom: Florence Wallace on the FA of FFAFF Queens.
Photographer: Aleksandra Wierzbowska.
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